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Chanel Rugby Football, 2009

leather

76 cm circumference from top to bottom

$1,500

Featuring logo embellishment, this is a 

collectors piece. Chanel made a limited run of 

rugby footballs for the France Rugby Worldcup 

2007. Comes with its original dustbag.



Chanel J12 Chromatic GMT Automatic 

Charcoal Titanium Ceramic Watch, 2012

titanium, stainless steel & ceramic

$4,500

The Chanel J12 watch is Chanel’s most iconic 

timepiece. The sporty new Chanel J12 

is crafted from Chanel’s signature high-tech 

titanium.

Original Store Price: $9,000







Chanel J12 Superleggera 41mm, 2011

ceramic

41mm face

$7,500

The Chanel J12 Superleggera is Chanel’s 

most iconic timepiece. The sporty new 

Chanel J12 Superleggera Chronograph is 

crafted from Chanel’s signature high-tech 

ceramic, which is thermo controlled and  

scratch resistant.

Original Store Price: $9,875



Chanel Navy Overnight Duffle Bag, 2010

coated canvas exterior with a patterned 

blue stripe interior

58 cm long, 28cm diameter

$1,900

This oval shape duffle features canvas 

trims and pockets on the external and a 

zip inside. In great condition except the 

side pocket has a little tear.

Original Store Price: $5,500





Chanel Swim Fans, 2009 

rubber

20.5 × 13cm

$495

Why not be fashionable all of the time? Chanel  

presents these stylish products for jet-setters 

with an active lifestyle. These swim fans are 

for use in the pool or in the open surf to aid in 

pulling through the water.





Chanel Logo Giant Beach Towel, 2012

towelling

180 × 120cm

$550

This giant beach towel from Chanel is all you 

need for a beach-ready look that doesn’t 

compromise on style. 

You can start planing your next vacay now…

Original Store Price: $950





Chanel Giant Tote Leather Bag, 2010

soft calfskin leather

42 x 22cm

$3,500

100% leather, this stylish tote is your new bag 

that holds everything. Perfect for the 

everyday work day to fit your laptop on the go, 

or make use of its size for traveling or even a 

baby bag. This bag comes with its 

authentication card.

Original Store price: $5,500





Chanel Caviar Leather Folio Sleeve, 

2012

caviar calf leather

28 × 58 cm

$1,900

Gold trimmed zip and pulley, in black 

caviar calf. The folio you need to take 

to those meetings to seal the deal!

Original Store Price: $3,000





Chanel Black Camellia Brooch, 2012

cotton

6cm

$175

Gabrielle Chanel was seduced by the camellia. 

With no fragrance or thorns, it is a flower of 

simplicity and purity, much akin to the ethos 

of Coco Chanel. Compared to the opulence of 

a rose, she preferred the camellia’s sobriety 

and geometric roundedness, with classic and 

consistent ordering of the petals, intelligible 

yet beautiful, like the woman that she was.

Original store price: $300





Chanel Scottish Wool Throw Blanket, 2012

100% wool

160 x 160 cm

$1,200

Features CC logo and emblematic embroidery 

in the corner of the rug. This rug doubles as an 

oversized scarf and was from the 

Paris Edinburgh Collection.





Chanel Caviar Leather

Ipad Version 1 Holder, 2012

caviar calf leather

sleeve 20cm, opens to 40cm, 24.5cm 

across

$450

Ideal for Ipad V1

Original Store Price: $1,500
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